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Significant 
part of SW  
requirements

Mostly static part:
- classes, attributes, relationships
- use case definitions, actors, 
relationships
- lifelines
- states
- deployment relations
- UI design prerequisites
- relationships between each other

Initial phases of software 
development

- creating new Software
- extensioning Existing Software
- necessity of close cooperation 
with domain expert 

Uses

- Inception and Elaboration 
(Unified process)
- Business modeling
- Requirements
- Analysis and Design

Requirements gathering and modeling 
with the help of mind mapping
- written form and GRAPHIC form
Transformation to standard modeling
                     technique (UML)
                   - experience advantage
                   - transfer to next 
                      phase
Transformation options:
- mind map to UML
- UML to mind map
- multiple repetitive transformation 
  back and forth
- usage of advanced content analysis 
  techniques

mind map basic scheme
- who? = actors
- what? = classes and their details
- when? = use cases
- how? = deployment details, design 
requirements, components
known relationships
- contains, is child (parent) type
- simiilarities with ontologies 

SW viewpoints & 3D UML analogy

- linguistic analysis of requirements
- parts of speech tagging
  * verbs
  * nouns
  * adjectives
- classification using dependencies
  * adjectival modifier
  * noun compound modifier
  * possesion modifier 

- different knowledge and skills
- different known modeling techniques
- UML: widely used in software modeling, SW 
engineer understands
- Mind map: widely used in different areas, 
visual thinking (65% of population), easy to 
learn

Generated UML diagrams
Different number of elements and 
relationships
Best usable:
- Class diagram
- Use case diagram
- Composite structure diagram
- Component diagram
- Deployment diagram
- State machine diagram

Evaluation results
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Modified metamodel of mind map [1]
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UML - Mind map transformations successfully with different types of requirements, different models, elements 
and relationships (mostly structure diagrams)
Comparison with other approaches:

biggest set 
of supported
elements 
and relationships

generating models
using automatic transformations
in back and forth mode

biggest set 
of incorporated
UML diagrams 

Model & transform
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